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Marcolfas "kluge Bauerntochter"1 in
English Medieval Art
Malcolm Jones
University of Sheffield

In English medieval painting, motifs from the story of Solomon and
Marcolf have been identified in two early 14th century psalters of
the East Anglian school, a 13th century register of writs, and a
mid-13th century wall painting in the royal palace at Westminster.
The last-named is the earliest English Marcolf image of which we
have notice, but is sadly no longer extant. We learn only that a room
in the palace was known as the Marcolf room [camera marculphi]
in the early 14th century, but appears to have been decorated with
the histories of Solomon and Marcolf, and of Saint-Eustace, for
Henry II, cl252.
In the present context, however, it is perhaps the marginal miniature
in the register of writs2 which is of most interest. Importantly, this
image is actually labeled Marcolf, so there can be no mistaking the
identity of the strange rider with wild hair who sits astride the goat
holding onto its blue horns! But there are other significant details:
the figure is clad in a sort of network body-stocking which does not
entirely cover one of its feet, and that foot is also raised in the air,
while the other is clearly depicted as resting on the ground. This
same figure, with its curious posture and equally curious costume,
is also to be found in other marginal illustrations of English
provenance, in the Ormesby Psalter3 and in the Smithfield
1

The Clever Daughter

2

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS 812, f.3Or.

3

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Douce 366 f.72r. C1310
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Decretals4
But it is also to be found carved both in stone and wood: on a
roof-boss in the presbytery of Exeter Cathedral [c 1300], on a
capital in the north choir aisle of York Minster [late 14th century],
and again in the same building, only recently recognized,5
decorating a window-frame-on the south nave aisle wall; and on
misericords at Worcester [1379], Beverley Saint-Mary's [c. 1445]
and Norwich [1480] 6
With one exception, I am not aware of the presence of this motif in
Continental European Art — but I bring these images to the
attention of the readers of this journal, in the hope that perhaps
someone's memory will be jogged and some reader will be able to
add to the English evidence of the popularity of Marcolf as kluge
Bauerntochter. The single exception that I have chanced upon is not
extant, but is recorded in an inventory of the tapestries belonging to
Louis I d' Anjou made in 1364.1 believe that the piece referred to as
des Jugemes Salmon et de cil qui vint en une raiz [of the judgment
of Solomon and of him who came in a net] must allude to Marcolf s
appearance before Solomon clad in his net. But I also wonder
whether the tapestry in question might not have been, in any case,
of English manufacture, given the otherwise exclusively English
provenance of this scene, the famous opus anglicanum sat precisely

4

London: British Library, Royal Ms 10 EIV, f.l56r.cl330

5

By S. Oosterwijk in The York Historian 9 (1990) 2-15, esp. PI 14.

6

In MX) Anderson's Iconographical Index to G.L. Remnant A Catalogue
of Misericords in Great Britain (Oxford, 1969), 210 the three instances of
the Clever Peasant Girl motif are listed as Worcester, Beverley and
S/ra//ord--Remnant, however, describes the last-mentioned more plausibly
as a ''possible representation of Luxuria. The Norwich misericord is most
unlikely to be a representation of Lechery as Remnant suggests as 1) there
is already a Lust present in the Deadly Sins seires, and 2) the rider in
question is dressed in a net and carries a hare!
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this period, and a suggestive entry in the Expenses of the Great
Wardrobe of Edward III, dated 31st January, 1349, where among
the various hangings [dosaria] listed, appears/ Dossar. De marcolf
The credit for the mysterious goat-rider goes to D.S. Maccoll who
published an article entitled Grania in Church: or the Clever
Daughter in the Burlington Magazine vol 8, November, 1905,
80-86 — but he was familiar with the Worcester misericord
example and did not know of the considerable number of further
instances of the motif as listed above. The folklorist Jan de Vries
devoted an entire book to Die Marchen von klugen Ratsellosern in
1928 so that Aarne and Thompson were later able to incorporate de
Vries' analysis into their respective encyclopedic listings, The
Types of the Folk Tale7 where the particular complex or Tale Type
under discussion is Type 875 The Clever Peasant Girl [most
famously in No. 94 of the Grimms Kinder- und Hausmarchen]. and
The Motif-Index of Folk Literature8 where the constituent motifs,
The Paradoxical Tasks are numbered H1050-1073.
Just to recap: in Tale Type 875 the protagonist is ordered to appear
before a king or some other oppressor [e.g. landlord] neither riding
nor walking, neither in the road nor out of the road, neither naked
nor clad, neither barefoot nor shod, neither with nor without a gift,
and so on... The ingenious hero, here Marcolf, satisfies all the
conditions of this riddling demand when he appears on the back of
a goat (usually), trailing one foot on the ground, wearing only a net
and one shoe, and carrying a rabbit/hare as a present which runs off
as soon as it is put down.
There is one further example of our motif which I would like to
suggest, [following M.R. James] which stars Marcolf, but uniquely,
not as goat-rider. The Duai Psalter, which, sadly, sustained

7

2nd revision, Helsinki, 1961.

'Helsinki, 1955.
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considerable damage from damp while in storage during the First
World War, and is, significantly, an East Anglian manuscript
related to the Ormsby Psalter, includes in the margin of its text of
Psalm 52, Digit Insipiens in corde suo — the same site as the
Marcolf image in Ormesby, be it noted — what James, who saw the
manuscript before it was damaged, described as a man clad in a net,
on two crutches, with burst shoes; a crowned horseman below
speaks to him. I suggest that the crutches in this variant
representation replace the goat but still satisfy the paradoxical
condition of coming neither riding nor walking, and that, in
addition, the burst shoes may well have been intended by the artist
to satisfy the neither barefoot nor shod condition.
The Beverley misericord and the Ormesby Psalter are the only
representations of the motif also to include the riddle-setting King,
whom I take to be Solomon. The dialogue of Solomon and Marcolf,
a late medieval Latin text which also enjoyed popular vernacular
success with the advent of printing, consists of a Streitgesprach, or
proverb-capping dialogue, preceded by a series of riddles set by
Solomon and solved by Marcolf [often in a boorish manner] and
followed by a series of tricks including the climactic Bum in the
Oven which also appears in medieval art and which I have discussed
at some length elsewhere.9
It is therefore quite in character that Marcolf should appear in the
role of ingenious riddle solver but, to my knowledge, there is no
literary record of his so-doing, and were it not for the English

9

Marcolf the trickster in late medieval art and literature or The Mystery

of the Bum in the Oven in G. Bennet (ed) Spoken in Jest (Sheffield, 1991),
139-74; to which the present note, which I reproduce here at our editor's
prompting, is heavily indebted. Since the appearance of that paper, I have
had the benefit of reading several authoritative encyclopedia entries and
journal articles on Marcolf s literary and Iconographic career in Germany
by Michael Curschmann of the Department of Germanic Languages and
Literature or Princeton University.
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representations in a variety of media (as above) we should not have
known of it — the clear labeling of the Morgan manuscript's
goat-rider as marcolf, however, and the definite connection implied
in the 1364 inventory of Louis d'Anjou's tapestries —des jugemens
Aslmon et de cil qui vint en une raiz — seem to me to permit the
identification of the mysterious net-clad goat-rider of late medieval
English art with Marcolf.

Marcolf

Worcester Cathedral, England
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Beverly St Mary

Clever Daughter and Samson

I was delighted to read Malcolm Jones' article and to learn about
Marcolf. I must admit that I knew nothing about him and his
meetings with King Solomon. I am convinced that the Clever
Daughter motif which illustrates the paradoxical commands of a
king or overlord may indeed be Marcolf.
I am familiar with the three misericords with the Clever Daughter
motif at Beverley Saint-Mary, Worcester and Norwich. One of
these, I believe at Worcester, looks like the Clever Son. They all
solve the riddle the same way, on a goat with one foot trailing,
wearing a net or cape and carrying a rabbit/hare.
It is the misericord at Beverley Saint-Mary which perplexes me and
the presence of Marcolf does not solve it. On this misericord a king
stands in the middle, crowned and holding a mace. The Clever
Daughter is on one side and Samson slaying the lion is on the other
side. Why are these two scenes presented together? Samson would
have no relation ship to King Solomon. What is his relationship to
the Clever Daughter!
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When I was investigating children's games on misericords I came
across a list of "devinettes". These are riddles that were distributed
at parties. Some of these are listed by Rabelais in Gargantua as
games the hero played with friends at parties. There were standard
answers but it must have been more fun to propose a funny answer
and then to pay a forfeit. A master of ceremonies took charge of
handing out the riddles and deciding on the forfeits.
One of the devinettes was the paradoxical riddle, almost word for
word the story of the Clever Daughter. While I did not find the
story of Samson in this list of devinettes, that story is also a riddle.
Samson told this riddle to his bride on condition that she keep it
secret. Her betrayal caused him to leave the bridal feast in anger,
never to return. Rembrandt's painting at the Gemaldegalerie in
Dresden illustrates this scene.
These two riddles were probably played at parties and the
master-of-ceremonies may have been crowned and carried a mace.
The Beverley Saint-Mary misericord, while it may show Marcolf,
may at the same time show a party game in progress. Misericord
artists were known for their inclination to double and triple the
meanings of their carvings.
We hope for further replies to the posed solutions of this perplexing
iconography.
Elaine C. Block
Misericordia International
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